Everyone admits that there are asides or editorial comments in Jn, although there is not universal agreement as to their number or extent 1). Moreover, some claim that a number of these already existed in the sources used by the evangelist and were taken over , 1975) ; cf. also his review of TEEPLE, Origins in JBL 93 (1974) 308-312. In the present article "evangelist" means whoever produced that actual gospel which we have; the purpose of the article is not to defend or to attack any theory of composition. vw 3e in xiii 30 9), if an aside, is perhaps better classified as a theological reflection 10).
TENNEY gives as an indication of a custom iv 9. xix 40's xa0ws
100q EaTlv <oZq ' Iou8«ioiq 11) is such. 
